2022

Services for
Schools

Flinders University’s services
are designed for you and your
school’s needs.
2022 diary dates
DATE

TOPIC

25 MARCH & 1 APRIL (REPEAT)

New in Careers Counsellor Event

10 & 11 APRIL

Tertiary Studies & Careers Expo

APRIL

Regional Roadshow Event - Upper Limestone Coast

6 & 7 MAY

Careers & Employment Expo

17 JUNE

Schools’ Professional Development Day

JUNE

The Science and Engineering Challenge

AUGUST

Flinders University Open Days (Open Days 365 is all year round)

SEPTEMBER

Forensic Science @ Flinders

SEPTEMBER

STEM Teacher Professional Development Evening

SEPTEMBER

Regional Roadshow Event - Whyalla

DECEMBER

The Science Experience

Register today for the Flinders University events at: flinders.edu.au/events

Professional development for
teachers
Flinders offers the following services for teachers:
• Whole-of-staff training (e.g. university myth buster session, or guest
speaker on topical issues)
• New pathways to university (open to all student advisors/
coordinators).

Supporting your students
Flinders offers the following programs for students:
• Extension Studies (Year 12 students): flinders.edu.au/extension
• UniTEST (Year 12 students): flinders.edu.au/unitest

Stay Up-To-Date
• Teachers can subscribe to our Focus on Flinders e-news:
flinders.edu.au/schools
• Students can subscribe to Flinders Explorer e-news and blogs:
flinders.edu.au/explorer
• Online Webinars:
flinders.edu.au/study/events-key-dates
• Short Courses: flinders.edu.au/engage/community/shortcourses
• International Centre for international students:
INTLadmissions@flinders.edu.au or (08) 8201 2727
• Yunggorendi First Nations Centre for Indigenous Students:
Yunggorendi @flinders.edu.au or (08) 8201 3033

Services for schools

We provide a diverse range of services and programs to secondary school and primary school students, teachers and parents to help guide,
inspire and share a greater understanding of what Flinders has to offer. Our information sessions and activities are tailored to suit your
preferences and most can be held at your school or on our campuses.
STEM Workshops are adapted to the different year levels and aligned with the SACE curriculum links. These workshops have been developed by
academics and are designed to be held at Flinders University campuses.

To make a booking or to discuss your school needs, please contact us:
schools@flinders.edu.au or 08 8201 5322
flinders.edu.au/schools

Year 7
TITLE

DESCRIPTION

RECOMMENDED
TERM

Flash Mentoring

A networking activity for students to connect and learn from a group of current university
students about their study areas, university life, and career prospects.

Any

Campus Visits

An immersive experience for students to explore Flinders University in real life. Each
campus visit is enriched with tours, information sessions and interactive workshops,
specifically chosen to meet the schools and students’ needs and interests.

Term 1 & 4

River Journey Munarrinthi

Part 1 of a 5 part series of interactive workshops, this session introduces the idea of life
being a journey. Facilitators share their education and career journey and begin a dialogue
about tertiary pathways, careers, and qualifications.

Any

Inspire Mentor Program

Inspire is an aspiration building program that connects school students (mentees) with
current university students (mentors). Through supportive and meaningful relationships,
mentors assist students throughout their schooling years, and empower them to make
positive choices for their future.

Throughout the
year

Study Area Workshops

We offer a range of study area related workshops including Allied Health, Creative Writing,
Psychology, Sport, Law Drama and more. For further information on these options please
Any
visit: flinders.edu.au/schools

STEM Workshop: App
Development

Students use MIT App Inventor, a cloud-based visual programming interface, to develop
their own Android app aimed at improving concentration and response times.

Any

STEM Workshop:
Cooling Gases

Chemistry and Physics combine in a fascinating show about states of matter. Students are
shown some of the more exciting aspects using liquid nitrogen.

Any

STEM Workshop: Roller
Coaster Construction

It takes a lot of physics to build a theme park! Students divide into groups and build
miniature roller coasters. Students use physics to figure out how to make their roller
coasters as fast & exciting as possible.

Any

STEM Workshop:
Science of Flavour

Our range of food preferences is unique to us, and we experience flavour through a
combination of our senses, internal body structure, genes and past experiences. Students
will conduct a range of scientific tests to explore their own flavour experience.

Any

Year 8
TITLE

DESCRIPTION

RECOMMENDED
TERM

Flash Mentoring

A networking activity for students to connect and learn from a group of current university
students about their study areas, university life, and career prospects.

Any

Campus Visits

An immersive experience for students to explore Flinders University in real life. Each
campus visit is enriched with tours, information sessions and interactive workshops,
specifically chosen to meet the schools and students’ needs and interests.

Term 1 & 2

River Journey Mikarrinthi

Part 2 of a 5 part series of interactive workshops, this session aims to encourage students
to consider their own interests and abilities, and project them into possible jobs and
careers and education goals.

Any

Inspire Mentor Program

Inspire is an aspiration building program that connects school students (mentees) with
current university students (mentors). Through supportive and meaningful relationships,
mentors assist students throughout their schooling years, and empower them to make
positive choices for their future.

Throughout the
year

Study Area Workshops

We offer a range of study area related workshops including Allied Health, Creative Writing,
Psychology, Sport, Law Drama and more. For further information on these options please
Any
visit: flinders.edu.au/schools

STEM Workshop:
App Development

Students use MIT App Inventor, a cloud-based visual programming interface, to develop
their own Android app aimed at improving concentration and response times.

Any

STEM Workshop:
Cooling Gases

Chemistry and Physics combine in a fascinating show about states of matter. Students are
shown some of the more exciting aspects of this using liquid nitrogen.

Any

STEM Workshop: Roller
Coaster Construction

It takes a lot of physics to build a theme park! Students divide into groups and build
miniature roller coasters. Students use physics to figure out how to make their roller
coasters as fast & exciting as possible.

Any

STEM Workshop:
Science of Flavour

Our range of food preferences is unique to us, and we experience flavour through a
combination of our senses, internal body structure, genes and past experiences. Students
will conduct a range of scientific tests to explore their own flavour experience.

Any

STEM Workshop: Sound
through Light

Students investigate some properties of light and sound waves by building an electronic
circuit that allows them to emit signals with an LED and receive those signals using a small
solar panel. Students can bring along a device for playing music that has a standard audio
jack (e.g. smart phone).

Any

Year 9
TITLE

DESCRIPTION

RECOMMENDED
TERM

Flash Mentoring

A networking activity for students to connect and learn from a group of current university
students about their study areas, university life, and career prospects.

Any

Campus Visits

An immersive experience for students to explore Flinders University in real life. Each
campus visit is enriched with tours, information sessions and interactive workshops,
specifically chosen to meet the schools and students’ needs and interests.

Term 1 & 4

River Journey - Tirkanthi

Part 3 of a 5 part series of interactive workshops, this session introduces goal setting, the
notion of careers and what they are, and how to develop employability skills. The session
also starts a conversation for career typologies and pathways.

Any

Inspire Mentor Program

Inspire is an aspiration building program that connects school students (mentees) with
current university students (mentors). Through supportive and meaningful relationships,
mentors assist students throughout their schooling years, and empower them to make
positive choices for their future.

Throughout the
year

Study Area Workshops

We offer a range of study area related workshops including Allied Health, Creative Writing,
Psychology, Sport, Law Drama and more. For further information on these options please
Any
visit: flinders.edu.au/schools

STEM Workshop: App
Development

Students use MIT App Inventor, a cloud-based visual programming interface, to develop
their own Android app aimed at improving concentration and response times.

Any

STEM Workshop: Chaos
and Constants

Constants and chaos seem like opposites but have some surprising connections! Explore
how constants can arise from random events, and how seemingly predictable equations
lead to chaos.

Any

STEM Workshop:
Cooling Gases

Chemistry and Physics combine in a fascinating show about states of matter. Students are
shown some of the more exciting aspects of this using liquid nitrogen.

Any

STEM Workshop: Roller
Coaster Construction

It takes a lot of physics to build a theme park! Students divide into groups and build
miniature roller coasters. Students use physics to figure out how to make their roller
coasters as fast & exciting as possible.

Any

STEM Workshop:
Science of Flavour

Our range of food preferences is unique to us, and we experience flavour through a
combination of our senses, internal body structure, genes and past experiences. Students
will conduct a range of scientific tests to explore their own flavour experience.

Any

STEM Workshop: Sound
through Light

Students investigate some properties of light and sound waves by building an electronic
circuit that allows them to emit signals with an LED and receive those signals using a small
solar panel. Students can bring along a device for playing music that has a standard audio
jack (e.g. smart phone).

Any

STEM Workshop: The
Secret to Secret Codes

Learn some of the techniques behind creating and breaking secret codes. Students will
have the chance to try to create encoded messages, both by hand and with technology,
and to make some of their own. Students will use both pencils and paper and laptops with
internet access to crack existing codes and design their own.

Any

Year 10
TITLE

DESCRIPTION

RECOMMENDED
TERM

Webinars

As well as our full webinar program, we offer tailored webinars to students covering
courses, pathways and student experience at a time that suits their timetable.

Any

Research Project

Presented by a Flinders student covering an introduction to research project, creating a
question, tips, examples and how Flinders researchers can assist.

Beginning of
Research Project

Subject Selection Events
(booth and presentation)

Attending your School’s subject selection events, our Student Advisors can deliver a
presentation and/or staff a booth during the event and be available to answer prerequisite
questions.

Term 3 & 4

Flash Mentoring

A networking activity for students to connect and learn from a group of current university
students about their study areas, university life, and career prospects.

Any

Campus Visits

An immersive experience for students to explore Flinders University in real life. Each
campus visit is enriched with tours, information sessions and interactive workshops,
specifically chosen to meet the schools and students’ needs and interests.

Term 2 & 4

River Journey Yathunthi

Part 4 of a 5 part series of interactive workshops, this session looks at jobs of the future,
work experience, and explores how students can build enterprise skills to prepare for the
workforce. This sessions aligns with the PLP curriculum and the National Career Education
Strategy.

Any

Inspire Mentor Program

Inspire is an aspiration building program that connects school students (mentees) with
current university students (mentors). Through supportive and meaningful relationships,
mentors assist students throughout their schooling years, and empower them to make
positive choices for their future.

Throughout the
year

Thrive

An online, self-directed career development program, covering skill development, careers,
pathways and goals

Any

Study Area Workshops

We offer a range of study area related workshops including Allied Health, Creative Writing,
Psychology, Sport, Law Drama and more. For further information on these options please
Any
visit: flinders.edu.au/schools

STEM Workshop: Animal
Adaptations

Learn about evolution and how natural selection resulted in adaptations that have allowed
a diversity of animals to exist in a range of environments. This workshop includes hands on
activities where students will observe animals and analyse what adaptations allowed them
to survive and be competitive.

Any

STEM Workshop: App
Development

Students use MIT App Inventor, a cloud-based visual programming interface, to develop
their own Android app aimed at improving concentration and response times.

Any

STEM Workshop: Chaos
and Constants

Constants and chaos seem like opposites but have some surprising connections! Explore
how constants can arise from random events, and how seemingly predictable equations
lead to chaos.

Any

STEM Workshop:
Cooling Gases

Chemistry and Physics combine in a fascinating show about states of matter. Students are
shown some of the more exciting aspects of this using liquid nitrogen.

Any

STEM Workshop:
Forensic Biology

Students can run gel electrophoresis while learning about how forensic biologists analyse
DNA evidence to investigate crime and identify victims and suspects.

Any

STEM Workshop: From
Implant to Implantation

This is a biomechanical tour of how an implant goes from the lab door to inside a person's
body. This workshop takes students through three-stations, based in the lab: Imaging and
surgery, implant features and design, and Biomechanics testing with the hexapod.

Any

STEM Workshop: It's
Weird Not to Lay Eggs Reproductive Strategies
& Animal Diversity

Among multicellular animals the ability to give live birth has only occurred a handful of
times. Students will learn to identify major phyla, evolutionary relationships and derived
changes including reproductive strategies.

Any

STEM Workshop: Limb
Adaptation & Australian
Animal Diversity

Students critically analyse limb bones of select Australian animals, observing convergent
morphology and relating bone shape to niche suitability.

Any

STEM Workshop: Marine
Biology

Students will have the opportunity to discover and identify various local, live invertebrates,
and consider how their findings can be used to draw conclusions about ecosystem health.

Any

STEM Workshop:
Material Science

Students will explore a variety of examples of nanotechnology and concepts around
materials science including bulk and surface modification.

Any

STEM Workshop:
Primate Limb Bones

The structure of the primate appendicular skeleton has changed many times in response
to selective environmental pressures. Students will compare limbs of distant and closely
related primates and hominids and investigate how limb use in primates has impacted on
the morphology of their bones, and what circumstances allowed humans to become so
successful.

Any

Year 10
TITLE

DESCRIPTION

RECOMMENDED
TERM

STEM Workshop: Roller
Coaster Construction

It takes a lot of physics to build a theme park! Students divide into groups and build
miniature roller coasters. Students use physics to figure out how to make their roller
coasters as fast & exciting as possible.

Any

STEM Workshop:
Science of Flavour

Our range of food preferences is unique to us, and we experience flavour through a
combination of our senses, internal body structure, genes and past experiences. Students
will conduct a range of scientific tests to explore their own flavour experience.

Any

STEM Workshop: Sound
through Light

Students investigate some properties of light and sound waves by building an electronic
circuit that allows them to emit signals with an LED and receive those signals using a small
solar panel. Students can bring along a device for playing music that has a standard audio
jack (e.g. smart phone).

Any

STEM Workshop: The
Conservation Challenge

By utilising nature as our classroom, students will gain an understanding of the importance
of biodiversity and ecosystems, relate these to global environmental issues, and how we
can address these at a local-scale. Students will participate in a guided walk through a
nationally threatened woodland that is nestled within a city landscape, ultimately gaining
an appreciation for the natural world.

Any

STEM Workshop: The
Secret to Secret Codes

Learn some of the techniques behind creating and breaking secret codes. Students will
have the chance to try to create encoded messages, both by hand and with technology,
and to make some of their own. Students will use both pencils and paper and laptops with
internet access to crack existing codes and design their own.

Any

STEM Workshop: Water
Wheels, Hydroelectric
Turbine Design

A village in Nepal needs a new power source. As an engineer, it’s your job to build a
hydroelectric turbine that can harness the kinetic energy in the nearby river and provide
the electricity they need! Visit our cutting-edge Civil Engineering teaching lab and use the
industrial flume to test your team’s creation.

Any

STEM Workshop: Zumo
Robotics

Jump into our first-year engineering labs and learn about digital electronics by
programming a simple Arduino-based Zumo robot using the C programming language.

Any

Year 11
TITLE

DESCRIPTION

RECOMMENDED
TERM

Webinars

As well as our full webinar program, we offer tailored webinars to students covering
courses, pathways and student experience at a time that suits their timetable.

Any

Research Project
Presentation

Presented by a Flinders student covering an introduction to research project, creating a
question, tips, examples and how Flinders researchers can assist.

Beginning of
Research Project

Year 11 Presentation

An introduction to university life, choosing a course, study areas, prerequisites explained,
and pathways.

Term 3 & 4

Subject Selection Events
(booth and presentation)

Attending your School’s subject selection events, our Student Advisors can deliver a
presentation and/or staff a booth during the event and be available to answer prerequisite
questions.

Term 3 & 4

Flash Mentoring

A networking activity for students to connect and learn from a group of current university
students about their study areas, university life, and career prospects.

Any

Campus Visits

An immersive experience for students to explore Flinders University in real life. Each
campus visit is enriched with tours, information sessions and interactive workshops,
specifically chosen to meet the schools and students’ needs and interests.

Term 2

Extension Studies
Presentation

The benefits of Extension Studies, how it fits in with Year 12, and the topics available to
study.

Term 4

River Journey Taingiwiltarninthi

Part 5 of a 5 part series of interactive workshops, this session aims to support students in
understanding their options of study and work after high school, based on their individual
goals, as well as providing study skills such as motivation, time and stress management,
and self-care.

Any

Inspire Mentor Program

Inspire is an aspiration building program that connects school students (mentees) with
current university students (mentors). Through supportive and meaningful relationships,
mentors assist students throughout their schooling years, and empower them to make
positive choices for their future.

Throughout the
year

Thrive

An online, self-directed career development program, covering skill development, careers,
pathways and goals

Any

Pathways to Medicine
Presentation

A presentation on pathways to study Medicine and Allied Health courses, including best
practice approaches.

Any

Study Area Workshops

We offer a range of study area related workshops including Allied Health, Creative Writing,
Psychology, Sport, Law Drama and more. For further information on these options please
Any
visit: flinders.edu.au/schools

STEM Workshop: Animal
Evolution

Learn about evolution and how natural selection resulted in adaptations that have allowed
a diversity of animals to exist in a range of environments. This workshop includes hands on
activities where students will observe animals and analyse what adaptations allowed them
to survive and be competitive.

Any

STEM Workshop: App
Development

Students use MIT App Inventor, a cloud-based visual programming interface, to develop
their own Android app aimed at improving concentration and response times.

Any

STEM Workshop:
Biotechnology

Students learn about enzymes in a “real world” context in our state-of-the-art Biological
Discovery Centre. Students will build on their understanding of cells, assays and enzymes
in biotechnology. They will investigate the potential Botrytis cinerea fungus contamination
in red wine by running an assay.

Any

STEM Workshop: Chaos
and Constants

Constants and chaos seem like opposites but have some surprising connections! Explore
how constants can arise from random events, and how seemingly predictable equations
lead to chaos.

Any

STEM Workshop:
Environmental Health
(Oaklands Wetlands)

Water is a valuable resource for humans and contaminated water can cause many health
issues. Conduct experiments in a water system to investigate water quality and potential
hazards to human health.

Any

STEM Workshop: FlinBIT
Arduino Challenge Construct, Experiment,
Code!

In this three-part workshop, students first construct an Arduino-compatible shield with
basic sensors and Wi-Fi capability. They then experiment with adding more functionality
via sensors of their choice. Finally, students use their shields to solve a health or
environment related coding challenge.

Any

STEM Workshop:
Forensic Biology

Students can run gel electrophoresis while learning about how forensic biologists analyse
DNA evidence to investigate crime and identify victims and suspects.

Any

STEM Workshop:
Groundwater (Oaklands
Wetlands)

During this workshop students will learn about the impacts of urbanisation on the water
cycle and the important role that wetlands can play in capturing and storing water.
Students will gain hands-on experience studying groundwater flow and contaminant
transport using Flinders University’s state of the art sand tank models.

Any

Year 11
TITLE

DESCRIPTION

RECOMMENDED
TERM

STEM Workshop: It's
Weird Not to Lay Eggs Reproductive Strategies
& Animal Diversity

Among multicellular animals the ability to give live birth has only occurred a handful of
times. Students will learn to identify major phyla, evolutionary relationships and derived
changes including reproductive strategies.

Any

STEM Workshop: Limb
Adaptation & Australian
Animal Diversity

Students critically analyse limb bones of select Australian animals, observing convergent
morphology and relating bone shape to niche suitability.

Any

STEM Workshop: Marine
Biology

Students will have the opportunity to discover and identify various local, live invertebrates,
and consider how their findings can be used to draw conclusions about ecosystem health.

Any

STEM Workshop:
Material Science

Students will explore a variety of examples of nanotechnology and concepts around
materials science including bulk and surface modification.

Any

STEM Workshop:
Microbiology

There is an outbreak of food poisoning at a local café and Environmental Health Officers
have been sent to investigate! Students use microbiology techniques including gram
staining to identify the samples to determine which species caused the illness and help the
EHO’s explain what went wrong in the food handling process.

Any

STEM Workshop:
Primate Limb Bones

The structure of the primate appendicular skeleton has changed many times in response
to selective environmental pressures. Students will compare limbs of distant and closely
related primates and hominids and investigate how limb use in primates has impacted on
the morphology of their bones, and what circumstances allowed humans to become so
successful.

Any

STEM Workshop: The
Conservation Challenge

By utilising nature as our classroom, students will gain an understanding of the importance
of biodiversity and ecosystems, relate these to global environmental issues, and how we
can address these at a local-scale. Students will participate in a guided walk through a
nationally threatened woodland that is nestled within a city landscape, ultimately gaining
an appreciation for the natural world.

Any

STEM Workshop: Water
Wheels, Hydroelectric
Turbine Design

A village in Nepal needs a new power source. As an engineer, it’s your job to build a
hydroelectric turbine that can harness the kinetic energy in the nearby river and provide
the electricity they need! Visit our cutting-edge Civil Engineering teaching lab and use the
industrial flume to test your team’s creation.

Any

STEM Workshop: Zumo
Robotics

Jump into our first-year engineering labs and learn about digital electronics by
programming a simple Arduino-based Zumo robot using the C programming language.

Any

Year 12
TITLE

DESCRIPTION

RECOMMENDED
TERM

Year 12 Presentation

Tips on how to get the most out of year 12, life at Flinders, course information, adjustment
factors, how to apply, important dates and pathways.

Term 3

UniTest

An access program offered to Year 12 students as an admission pathway to Flinders
University. UniTest is an aptitude test to evaluate students’ abilities and aptitudes over
three core areas: Quantitative, Critical and Verbal Reasoning, which crucial to academic
success in higher education.

Term 3 & 4

One-on-One
Appointments

We offer students the opportunity to ask questions about their study options and
pathways in a personalised appointment with a Student Advisor at your school.

Term 3

Webinars

As well as our full webinar program, we offer tailored webinars to students covering
courses, pathways and student experience at a time that suits their timetable.

Any

Flinders Student
Experience Presentation

The student experience at Flinders University, as presented by a current student.

Term 1 & 2

Student Tertiary Panel
Presentation

The Student Tertiary Panel is comprised of a group of current Flinders students from a
range of specialised study areas to answer your student's questions.

Term 1

SATAC Application Guide A How-To presentation covering the SATAC application process and terminology.

Term 3

Information Night

For parents and students at a tertiary information evening we cover courses and pathways,
Term 3
university life and the application process.

Pathways Presentation

A presentation on the different pathways to university and our courses.

Term 2

Flash Mentoring

A networking activity for students to connect and learn from a group of current university
students about their study areas, university life, and career prospects.

Any

Campus Visits

An immersive experience for students to explore Flinders University in real life. Each
campus visit is enriched with tours, information sessions and interactive workshops,
specifically chosen to meet the schools and students’ needs and interests.

Term 2

Inspire Mentor Program

Inspire is an aspiration building program that connects school students (mentees) with
current university students (mentors). Through supportive and meaningful relationships,
mentors assist students throughout their schooling years, and empower them to make
positive choices for their future.

Throughout the
year

Thrive

An online, self-directed career development program, covering skill development, careers,
pathways and goals

Any

Pathways to Medicine
Presentation

A presentation on pathways to study Medicine and Allied Health courses, including best
practice approaches.

Any

Study Area Workshops

We offer a range of study area related workshops including Allied Health, Creative Writing,
Psychology, Sport, Law Drama and more. For further information on these options please
Any
visit: flinders.edu.au/schools

STEM Workshop:
Analytical Chemistry

Developed to help achieve, cement, and extend knowledge of some of the analytical
chemistry techniques explored in the SACE Stage 2 curriculum. Experiments include
chromatography and AAS.

Any

STEM Workshop: Animal
Evolution

Learn about evolution and how natural selection resulted in adaptations that have allowed
a diversity of animals to exist in a range of environments. This workshop includes hands on
activities where students will observe animals and analyse what adaptations allowed them
to survive and be competitive.

Any

STEM Workshop: App
Development

Students use MIT App Inventor, a cloud-based visual programming interface, to develop
their own Android app aimed at improving concentration and response times.

Any

STEM Workshop:
Biotechnology

Students learn about enzymes in a “real world” context in our state-of-the-art Biological
Discovery Centre. Students will build on their understanding of cells, assays and enzymes
in biotechnology. They will investigate the potential Botrytis cinerea fungus contamination
in red wine by running an assay.

Any

STEM Workshop: Chaos
and Constants

Constants and chaos seem like opposites but have some surprising connections! Explore
how constants can arise from random events, and how seemingly predictable equations
lead to chaos.

Any

STEM Workshop:
Environmental Health
(Oaklands Wetlands)

Water is a valuable resource for humans and contaminated water can cause many health
issues. Conduct experiments in a water system to investigate water quality and potential
hazards to human health.

Any

STEM Workshop: FlinBIT
Arduino Challenge Construct, Experiment,
Code!

In this three-part workshop, students first construct an Arduino-compatible shield with
basic sensors and Wi-Fi capability. They then experiment with adding more functionality
via sensors of their choice. Finally, students use their shields to solve a health or
environment related coding challenge.

Any

Year 12
TITLE

DESCRIPTION

RECOMMENDED
TERM

STEM Workshop:
Forensic Biology

Students can run gel electrophoresis while learning about how forensic biologists analyse
DNA evidence to investigate crime and identify victims and suspects.

Any

STEM Workshop:
Groundwater (Oaklands
Wetlands)

During this workshop students will learn about the impacts of urbanisation on the water
cycle and the important role that wetlands can play in capturing and storing water.
Students will gain hands-on experience studying groundwater flow and contaminant
transport using Flinders University’s state of the art sand tank models.

Any

STEM Workshop: It's
Weird Not to Lay Eggs Reproductive Strategies
& Animal Diversity

Among multicellular animals the ability to give live birth has only occurred a handful of
times. Students will learn to identify major phyla, evolutionary relationships and derived
changes including reproductive strategies.

Any

STEM Workshop: Limb
Adaptation & Australian
Animal Diversity

Students critically analyse limb bones of select Australian animals, observing convergent
morphology and relating bone shape to niche suitability.

Any

STEM Workshop: Marine
Biology

Students will have the opportunity to discover and identify various local, live invertebrates,
and consider how their findings can be used to draw conclusions about ecosystem health.

Any

STEM Workshop:
Microbiology

There is an outbreak of food poisoning at a local café and Environmental Health Officers
have been sent to investigate! Students use microbiology techniques including gram
staining to identify the samples to determine which species caused the illness and help the
EHO’s explain what went wrong in the food handling process.

Any

STEM Workshop:
Primate Limb Bones

The structure of the primate appendicular skeleton has changed many times in response
to selective environmental pressures. Students will compare limbs of distant and closely
related primates and hominids and investigate how limb use in primates has impacted on
the morphology of their bones, and what circumstances allowed humans to become so
successful.

Any

STEM Workshop: The
Conservation Challenge

By utilising nature as our classroom, students will gain an understanding of the importance
of biodiversity and ecosystems, relate these to global environmental issues, and how we
can address these at a local-scale. Students will participate in a guided walk through a
nationally threatened woodland that is nestled within a city landscape, ultimately gaining
an appreciation for the natural world.

Any

STEM Workshop: Water
Wheels, Hydroelectric
Turbine Design

A village in Nepal needs a new power source. As an engineer, it’s your job to build a
hydroelectric turbine that can harness the kinetic energy in the nearby river and provide
the electricity they need! Visit our cutting-edge Civil Engineering teaching lab and use the
industrial flume to test your team’s creation.

Any

STEM Workshop: Zumo
Robotics

Jump into our first-year engineering labs and learn about digital electronics by
programming a simple Arduino-based Zumo robot using the C programming language.

Any

Success stories
If you’ve kept in touch with students who have successfully transitioned from school to Flinders University, their story
is always well received by those about to embark on the same journey.
We welcome nominations of past students from school staff, and you can also book a success story presentation.
Email schools@flinders.edu.au and we can take care of the booking and potential paid employment for the student.

Contact Us
For further information and bookings contact us:
(08) 8201 5322
schools@flinders.edu.au
flinders.edu.au/schools
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